Duramax rv

Join us on our popular forums at Our RV Destinations section will give you a starting point to
plan your next journey or camping trip. Designed to provide everyone from full timers to
occasional campers a complete resource, this section has links to campgrounds, resorts and
local areas of interest all over the US. Units listed for sale on this site are for sale by individuals
and dealers in the US and Canada. This site is not affiliated with or endorsed by Dynamax
Corporation. Every attempt has been made to ensure the information contained in this site is
valid at the time of publication. This site is provided "as is" without warranty of any kind, either
expressed or implied. You should not assume that this site is error - free. Inventory Filter. Year
-Any- TO -Any- Dry Weight. Keywords or Stock Update. Condition New Used Dynamaxs
Dynamax Inventory. Sort By: Choose This diesel motorhome is approximately 39 feet 2 inches
in length and features 3 slides, king bed, Freightliner M chassis and Cummins 8. The Dynaques
This diesel motorhome is approximately 41 feet 3 inches in length and features 3 slides, king
bed, Freightliner M chassis and Cummins 8. This diesel motorhome is approximately 39 feet 8
inches in length and features 2 slides, king bed, Freightliner M chassis and Cummins 8. This
diesel motorhome is approximately 37 feet 2 inches in length and features 2 slides, king bed,
Freightliner M chassis and Cummins 8. The Dynaquest Need Advice? Make Seneca Duramax
Diesel. Make Jayco. Diesel Power! It Want Be Here Long! Make Seneca Super C. Model Seneca.
It has a so called queen bed more like a double to me , two bunk beds and a king size over the
cab. Two slide-outs make this a very roomy RV. The vehicle when I purchased it had a
entertainment system over the cab, which I removed and had a bunk mattress made to fit. The
wiring and all of the pieces are still there if the new owner wanted to convert it back. I installed
super heavy duty swap bars to assist with handling in the wind and installed all new Michelin
tires two years ago when we purchased it. We also installed two solar panels so to minimize the
amount the generator needs to be run. Other features include:Clear bra to protect the front end
paintElectric powered AwningAttic fan and bath fanBack-up camera and monitor 2 channel for
trailer, if desired Power, leather driver-side seatPortable, outside gas grill - runs off propane
from RVExterior entertainment center radio Interior Command Center lets you control all
generator and slide-out functions from one spot. Hydraulic leveling jacks automatically adjust
to the optimal position with the push of a button. Outside utility center is designed for your
convenience. Large, one-piece polyethylene storage compartments feature pass-through
access and keep bulky outdoor equipment close at hand but out of sightDon't let the mileage
scare you. Some of the lower mileage RV's have few miles, but they are lived in for several
months at a time and the interiors are beat up. Please call to ask any questions or to make an
appointment to view. Do you research and have funds before bidding. The vehicle is also for
sale locally. Listing by Auction Please call and mention listing id: Below are our terms of sale to
protect all parties. By submitting an offer, clicking the buy it now button, or accepting an offer
you agree to the following terms. Buyers will contact the seller within 48 hours of auction
ending to confirm payment and transport arrangements. If you do not contact the seller within
48 hours, we reserve the right to seek financial reimbursement for the time and fees incurred
and may open a nonpaying bidder case. The seller must receive full payment within 7 days
unless other approved arrangements are made. Ask all questions before bidding. National
Vehicle is a third party marketing service and is not responsible for any accidental
misrepresentation of any vehicle for sale due to typographical error or undisclosed flaws.
National Vehicle is advertising this vehicle for a private seller. This vehicle is sold as is. We
cannot be held responsible for inaccuracies in the presentation and description of the vehicles
we are marketing for private sellers. Please address all of your questions or concerns regarding
this vehicle before you place a bid. Auctions containing errors will be relisted with corrected
information. We also reserve the right to end an auction at our discretion. All vehicles are
advertised in other venues; therefore they may be subject to prior sale. We will terminate all
auctions as soon as we are notified a sale. Below are links to affiliates we recommend to make
your vehicle purchase experience more efficient. However, Auction The purchaser or
prospective purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all the information listed
within this ad. To inquire on this vehicle, list a vehicle of your own or receive additional
information including financing and transportation please call x0 or email support
nationalvehicle. Preferred Method:PhoneEmailMessage:Complete and submit the form below to
send a link and your message to a friend. Model Seneca HD. Has 3 slides,in-motion satellite,
surround sound stereo system, backup camera, auto levelers, KW generator, dual system air
conditioner, full body paint in brown tones, beautiful stand up shower, sleeps 8 or more.
Located in Dodson, La. Please call to discuss price. Please contact: Von Boyett or cell. Our
secure online application form is easy to complete, all you need are a few personal and
employment details. Click here to get started. Email SellerEmail to FriendComplete and submit
the form below to send a message to our dedicated sales team. P Lowest Price Guarantee!!

Please do not bid if you're not seriously interested or financially able to purchase this vehicle.
Cancel any and all bids at our discretion, or end the auction early if necessary. Bidders Age:
You must be 18 years of age or older to Bid. Special eBay Bid Retraction Rules: Please read
eBay's "Retracting a Bid" If you place a bid before the last hour period of the auction: You may
retract that bid before that last hour period but only for exceptional circumstances. You will not
be allowed to retract that bid during the last hour period of the auction. If you place a bid during
the last hour period of the auction: You will be allowed to retract the bid for exceptional
circumstances but only if you do so within one hour after placing the bid. Transaction is to be
completed through eBay. This vehicle is for sale locally at our dealership. We reserve the right
to end the listing early without notice if the vehicle sells prior to the end of the auction. Full
payment is required within 7 days of auction end. Sales, use or excise taxes, title fees, license
fees, and brokerage fees are not included in the purchase price. These fees will be collected as
required by Michigan law. You are responsible for titling the vehicle and perfecting any
applicable lien in any state outside of Michigan. Shipping not included unless indicated in
auction description. Shipping quotes expire after 14 days. Bank financing is available with
approved credit. We make every effort to ensure the accuracy of the information in our listings
but will not be held responsible for errors. Photos used in this listing are not necessarily of the
actual vehicle being sold. The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes in prices,
colors, materials, equipment and specifications at any time without notice. If you have
questions about information included in this listing, please ask! Thank you for considering this
vehicle. We look forward to earning your business! If you plan to have a buyers inspection,
please make sure you inspect the vehicle prior to the auction ending. Inspection fees if any are
Buyers responsibility. Representations and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being
sold "as is". Manufacturers warranties may still apply. Extended warranty may be available, don
asrvcenter. No representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any representations or
warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes and Registration fees: Out of state
buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title service fees in
the state that the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full in order for
vehicle to be titled and registered. Title Information: Vehicles titles may be held by banks or
lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original
instruments up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in
our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. If
payment is made by cashier's or personal checks we will hold all titles for 10 days or until funds
have cleared. We assume no responsibility for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our
showroom. We are not affiliated with any carrier. The amount of time it takes for delivery is
dependent on the carrier, but is generally days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our
facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify with the shipper for an Estimate Time of
Arrival to be sure. If we cannot confirm your intention to buy or the sale is not completed within
5 days, we reserve the right to relist this vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Within 72
hours of bid closing, Buyer must send balance of funds by bank wire transfer, cash in person,
bank certified funds to Seller. Furthermore, before said vehicle is released for shipment to
Buyer, all other Sale related and title related paperwork must be signed and returned complete
to Seller. Auction, Inc. Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and Easy. Click
Here! Image Hosting and Counters by: Auction You don't see these Super Class C's every day,
and we won't hold on to it long! This thing really ZOOMS and accelerates far better than the big
buses, and it handles much more like a truck than like a bus. For sale and located in Indiana,
Pennsylvania At our company we work very hard to accurately describe our vehicles through
text descriptions and elaborate photos. When you purchase a pre-owned vehicle it is not a new
vehicle. Any used vehicle can have normal wear and blemishes. Before placing a bid please
read the descriptions thoroughly and view all pictures. Call us at and let us exceed your
expectations. We do not believe that you should be pressured into making a purchase. We
won't try to get your business by creating a false sense of urgency or by bringin up a "special to
get you to buy. For instance, if you mileage is getting close to a cut-off for a lower-priced
warranty, we believe you should know. Applying online is safe and easy, and it takes just
minutes to get a response. Once approved, qualified customers receive a no-obligation Blank
Check, which works like a personal check and can be used to buy a new or used car or
motorcycle, refinance or even buy out a lease. A better way to get a loan. Get your money fast
with a great rate and no hassle. Our dealership offers several financing options. Please contact
us directly for more information. Buying what you want is easier when you can make affordable
monthly payments. Applying online is fast, convenient and secure. Encore bank was founded in
and is still privately-owned. Our experienced and creative bankers are ready to customize
solutions to fit your needs with a comprehensive range of lending products. Americas largest

online vehicle lender. Check out our rates Specialty Auto Financing J. Offering long terms and
low rates, financing is available for most model cars ranging from to today. With the most
knowledgeable staff available, and loan approvals as fast as 5 minutes J. Let us help you
finance your next vehicle. Begin by clicking the credit application button, print, and fax us your
completed application. Our finance team will work to get you the best financing options
available. Apply today for an up2drive auto loan. With the drive check, you can negotiate the
purchase price of your vehicle with the seller. We specialize in financing the hard working
American companies who make this country work, those workers in the construction,
agriculture, trucking, machine tool, and commercial trades. If you need to finance heavy
equipment, dump trucks, machine tools, or trucks you have come to the right place. The buyer
is to contact the seller within 24 hours to discuss payment and transportation details or contact
us for the seller contact information at Payment is made directly to the seller. We recommend to
our sellers to accept cash in person or a bank wire. The seller must receive payment in full
within 7 days. The buyer has had an inspection prior to the purchase or understands fully the
condition of the vehicle and is sold as is. All vehicles are for sale by owner. Vehicle Deals does
not own any vehicles nor do we collect any monies from the buyer or seller after the sale is
complete. Buyers are responsible for any costs incurred in obtaining possession of the vehicle
as well as sales tax and registration fees. Vehicle Deals is a third party marketing company and
are not responsible for any accidental errors or misrepresentation in the vehicle listing. Any
errors will be corrected immediately upon notification. We reserve the right to end an auction at
our discretion. It is a possibility that a vehicle on auction is subject to prior sale. Upon
notification from the vehicle owner we will end the auction immediately. Please contact us at or
support vehicledeals. Customer Service is our 1 priority and we would appreciate notification of
any issues that may arise. Terms: Auction PoliciesCustomers with zero or negative feedback on
eBay Motors please contact us prior to bidding. Otherwise, we reserve the right to cancel your
bid. Understand this is only to protect the integrity of the auction. Winning bidder must contact
us within 24 hours of the auction close and the purchase transaction completed within 7
calendar days. We reserve the right to re-list or sell the vehicle in the event of a non-paying
bidder. TransportA-1 Auto Transport provides the highest standard of safety and security in the
automobile transport and car shipping industry. We offer the most technologically advanced
service available for your car's journey door-to-door, coast-to-coast. For 50 years DAS has been
the industry leader - providing quality vehicle relocation services. We are a fully insured,
federally licensed and permitted vehicle transportation service, giving you, the customer, peace
of mind in shipping your auto from one location to another. Open trailer or enclosed transport
options are available. About Us These are the principles we live by and our pledge to our
customers: The technology we use to do business may constantly change but sound business
and marketing practices do not. Innovation: We are committed to the concepts of continuous
quality service and process improvement. To continually review all phases of our system in an
effort to provide a level of service second to none. Culture: We believe our people are the
source of our strength and the key to our future. The dedication of our employees and their
desire to continually make improvements are indispensible and determine the quality of our
services. Teamwork: We must work together, both internally and externallyâ€¦. Commitment to
Value: The true value of our service may only be determined by the confidence placed in it. Our
owners and employees have confidence in our services because we stand behind our services
and our customers. Integrity: This is the foundation our company is built on. This RV is in
excellent condition, listing for sale due to health related issues. More pictures available upon
request. Feel free to call with any questions. Plenty of towing power and the ability to take on
any road, the heavy duty Chevy Chassis is solid. The interior is in great condition as well as the
exterior. These are some of the many features: 52, Miles, 6. Stop by Eastside RV Liquidators and
our friendly staff will answer your questions. Give us a shot, a quick email or phone call could
save you thousands of dollars! Click here for an XL view of the above Image PrevNext 1 2 3 4 5 6
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keep my buyers happy!!! My Name is Michael Brooks. First let me say thank you for looking at
my RV. I have learned over the past several years, what most internet RV buyers look for in a
coach. I will probably be the person who answers your calls, answers your emails, and walks
you through your new home away from home. If you have a question concerning this unit
please call me, or email me. If, this unit is not the one for you please check back often. If you
have questions please call toll free , or office Feel free to email me your telephone number, and I
can call you. I will be happy to walk around the unit for you while we talk. Fax If there is a fault I
TRY my best to state the fault or have a picture of the fault. Please do not assume anything, if it

is not described then it does not work or does not exist. I will describe this unit as accurately as
possible and have taken numerous pictures for you to see the entire unit for yourself. Please
remember that this is a used unit although I believe it is in good condition and ready to drive
out, it is still considered used. Please do not read anything into my descriptions or make
assumptions. We will reopen Thursday the 4th. No viewings or pickups may occur during this
time. All messages and calls will be returned with in 24 hours of a message being left. Vacation
To Go RVs is generally open by appt. Typically Eastern. When you arrive to pick up your new
home, you will find it plugged in to my shop. This way I can show you the fridge and AC
systems etc etc If item is purchased through Ebay auction, the Deposit Is Required Immediately
following end of auction. I thank you all for adding some activity to my listing, and welcome
your participation, but I do have alternative marketing channels, including vehicle auctions and
retail dealership, where market values are frequently more accurate than internet listing on
certain vehicles in certain time periods. Therefore, it is not uncommon for me to terminate a
listing before its scheduled completion date. I am frequently asked 'what is your rock bottom
price'? Don't take it personally, but knowing the rock bottom price on a vehicle helps you shop,
but disclosing it to anybody who is just 'price shopping' doesn't help me sell. Do me a favor: get
in the game. If you would like to work out a buy it now price, please call, and make an offer
Generally, the buy it now price includes the following: full tank of fuel full tank of lp all doc fees6
brand new tiresfull chassis service, oil, oil filter, fuel filter s , grease chassis, gen serviced oil,
oil filter, and fuel filter. I in turn bought it from the bank for the purpose of resell. Just because
the RV was repoed by the bank does not mean its life is over. Most of these RVs were voluntary
turned back in, meaning "life" happened and the people could not longer keep the unit and
turned it back to the bank. Sometimes some TLC may be needed on any used unit. The outside
of the coach is probably in above avg condition to nice when compared to other 7 yr old RVs.
The inside of the coach is probably in above avg condition to nice when compared to other 7 yr
old RVs. The auction i purchased it from gave it a 4 out of 5. Most of the time the auction gives
items a 2 or 3. So it is unusual to see a 4, you never see a 5. Reason most auctions down grade
thier numbers is to benefit the bank reps. Its easier for the bank rep to explain why the RV sold
for less than what book says its worth Some people consider the diesel Super C classes as
toterhomes. Reason being tight turning ablility, lots of towing capacity, and can sleep a lot of
people. Please do not confuse the high quality of the Jayco Seneca with less expensive , more
entry level Super C s like the Ultra, and the Endura. While there is nothing wrong with these RVs
they are less expensive for a reason. Its like comparing a BMW and a Kia. Nothing wrong with a
Kia, its just not a BMW Interior is clean with no unpleasant odors of any kind i. Jayco makes
other fine products such as the Granite RidgePlease dont get the high quality of the Jayco
Seneca confused with less expensive more entry level Super C s like the Ultra , and the Endura.
Nothing wrong with those RV, but they are less expensive for a reason. This RV is pretty easy to
drive. There is 2 roof AC units that works. Duramax diesel. According to the online spec sheet is
makes approx ft lbs of torque and HP The Allison automatic transmission shifts up and down
like it should A 6k watt Onan quiet diesel generator runs and makes power like it should. Nada
price is nearly 89k, this does not include 6 brand new tires This means the coach is not new so
please do not expect new. If you are expecting a decent to nice 7 year old coach that is USED
this is it. I generally state, just to cover myself, this coach does look better in pictures than in
person. I guess the lighting makes the units look better. There are no known roof leaks at this
time. Over the past 7 years I can not guarantee there has never been a roof leak, currently we
have not seen any roof leaks. This coach can sleep a total of 9 as it currently sits There is room
for two in the rear bed. The sofa converts to a bed for 2. Hotwater Heater Furnace entry steps
Slide s if applicable Patio Awning We will also preform a basic check on the drivetrain, which
consist of a test drive to determine if the engine, transmission and brakes seem to perform
properly. Top off the fluids to proper levels. We are usually selling older decent motorhomes at
very low prices, we are not selling brand new or perfect units. We are offering a good quality
unit at a very reasonable price, often times below retail and even below NADA Wholesale, in
some cases or often times most likely will need TLC. The tires have good tread Aluminum
wheels too. We drove the RV miles with the tires currently on it. The tires were made early They
are inexcess of 7 yrs old, which is the life of an RV tire. The price posted includes 6 brand new
tires. Should the tires not be important to you, please subtract approx 2k dollars off the asking
price The carpet looks good as you can see in the pictures. There might be a stain or two but
nothing to be concerned about. This coach has a 50 amp power cord hook up from the factory.
Also, the 'curtains' or blinds are usually 'tattered' and worn on these older units. I do not think
you would have any trouble on the way home. I now feel that I have described this coach 'bad'. I
would rather you to be happy and satisified than disappointed when you arrive. I tend to write
ads making the RV sounds worse than I think it really is.. Please keep in mind these are used

RVs, this means everything is generally used, tires, brakes, belts, hoses plumbing both fresh
water and sewer system. I do clean all on my units, however i do not clean them as well as a
new owner would. Thank you for viewing my auction! Please call if you have any questions or
email me your telephone number and I can call you back!!! I appreciate your business! Sc class
c pre owned 2 1 slide gas motorhome double rv's Greenville SC preowned campers
motorhomes recreational vehicle rec vehicles motor homes Carolina Carolinas At our
dealership we work very hard to accurately describe our vehicles through text descriptions and
elaborate photos. I have been selling RVs for approx 6 yrs now, mainly on the internet. I am
pretty much a one man show with the exception of my wifes help. With this said, i cannot be like
some dealerships that offer coffee, and snacks when you come to their location. I will offer good
solid units, often times used, but a good foundation. Often times the units may require some
TLC prior to taking that family vacation. I will be as honest as i can in telling the good, the bad
and the ugly. Michael Brooks I am a seller that sells a fair amount on E-bay. I love my wife,
church, motorhomes, rv's, motorcycle, dragcars. I am an honest person that is able to look at
and describe items accurately. I do not have a crystal ball and cannot predict the future or know
of things I cannot see. My wish is every unit I sell drives around the world with no problems at
all, but in the real world that is not how it is. Mechanical things break eventually and units
require maintenance. Please realize you are buying used and expect to spend some money on
your unit to bring it or keep it up to your standards. Have the LP company that fills your tank
safety check your system on any used rv you buy from any company, most will do this for free. I
picture and list the items I sell for my self and others as accurately and honestly as possible.
Buy placing a bid or buy it now offer price you are agreeing to all judicial laws of Anderson
County SC Placing a Bid: Your bid constitutes a legally binding contract to purchase this
vehicle. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or phone Michael at Payment Types: Cash,
wire transfer, or certiifed check title will be held for approx Calender days Fees: Out of state
buyers are not charged tax, title, or license fees. The customer will be responsible for
registering the vehicle in their own state. Once the deposit has been received I will be happy to
schedule an appointment for the pickup of your new home. Otherwise it is non refundable. If
you fail to send the deposit prior to arrival I reserve the right to NOT sell the item to you. Please
do not bid to come look, please bid to win, and pay according to the AD's payment terms If I feel
that you are trying to manipulate I reserve the right to NOT sell the item to you. This is ebay, the
prices are cheap, you do NOT get a retail experience because you are not paying retail price. If
you do not follow our payment terms I reserve the right to NOT sell the item to you. Future
Buyers: The above item is being sold "as-is" with no guarantees written or implied. Unless I
state warranty there is NO warranty. We ask all ebayers to view, and have the above unit
inspected by a mechanic of your choice at your expense prior to the winning bid. The mechanic
must inspect the unit at the pickup location. I ask that you realize that you are purchasing a
used Motorhome, vehicle, or tow trailer, in many cases for a lot less than retail. Just like any
pre-owned vehicle there will be some dings, nicks, chips, scratches, fading and or peeling of the
stripes and graphics and of course some normal wear and tear. We try our best to describe our
units in detail. Small items such as remotes, TV or key fob, floor mats, extra keys and cd
cartridges may be missing, even though not stated as missing. Please do NOT bid if you do not
agree to these terms. If there is something that you do not agree or understand, please CALL or
email us prior to bidding. Please do NOT bid if you are not pre-approved by your lending
institution to complete the transaction. The winning bidder must contact us within 24 hours of
the auction end either by phone or e-mail, I also will try to contact you at the end of the auction
as well. The deposit can not be paid in person! If "eBay" has a documented outage within 2
hours of the auction end we reserve the right to not sell to the winning bidder please note in 5
plus years this has only happened once. Please be aware of the following: NADA Book values,
lengths of units, names, and model numbers are a point of reference only, it is the buyers
responsibility to verify their purchase PRIOR to the departure of your item from our location.
The balance is due within 5 Calender days following the auction end or upon taking delivery,
whichever comes first. Since I am a one man operation, as you can see the latest pickup appt. If
you arrive late after 4pm for your pickup for any reason, there is a after hours extra charge. The
fee is You can avoid these penalties by paying on time, and arriving on time. Thank you!!! A late
paid deposit is like paying late as well.. By paying on time there are no penalties.. Please note
that unit must be paid in full in order to have it delivered to you. All buyers that reside out of the
United Sates must pay by bank wire transfer or cash in person prior to the coach leaving our
property. In some cases there may be a slight delay for title. When purchasing one of our items
via eBay or thru any other venue, you agree that the venue for any legal proceedings will be in
the County of Anderson South Carolina. Our units are available for sale locally on our 'lot' and
we reserve the right to cancel this auction at any time and sell the item prior to auction end.

Image Hosting by auctionwatch. The decorations can be purchased for Also, we do not
guarantee the following if installed will operate: 1 satellite systems 2 security systems 3
non-factory add-ons 4 we cannot guarantee tire life or wear 5 spare tires are optional and are
NOT standard equipment. I go to great lengths to make sure my ads are correct, BUT
occasionally I do make a mistake. If you do not see it in the picture, then it probably is NOT an
option on the vehicle. If you do not see floor mats, then the vehicle probably does not have
them. If I do not mention a keyless entry, then we most likely do not have the keyless remote
even though the vehicle might have had one when new. If you are unsure about an option, then
please e-mail or call me and I will confirm if it has that option. On all RVs especially older
models there is almost always some delamation. This also includes some possible water
damage. If you can not send a deposit within 24 hours please do not bid. If you can not pay the
final balance within 5 business days, please do NOT bid. As far as the deposit and final payment
I do offer a couple of different options. Full payment is due within 5 days period. If you do not
pay within the 5 days we do reserve the right to NOT sell the unit to you. I will NOT hand over
my title until your funds have cleared my account, approx. So, if you arrive to pickup your new
item and you do NOT bring cash or do a bank wire transfer then I hold the title till your funds
clear MY bank or approx Calender days. If you want to leave with your title then bring cash or do
a bank transfer which usually takes 2 - 3 hours. This means that the miles that read on the
odometer are not guaranteed. This is NOT my rule or my method. I have nothing to do with this
law. How could I possibly know the complete history of a year old vehicle that I have only
owned for very short time? On vehicles 10 years old or older the titles can be labeled exempt for
miles. A large percentage of the time the older RVs have an exhaust leak. After you have
inspected the coach and all is well, we can go for a test drive and exchange positive feedback.
Winning bidder must contact the dealership within 24 hours of the auction close and the
purchase transaction completed within 5 calendar days. Types of auctions: No Reserve means
the high bidder at the end of the auction wins the item. Buy it now means you can buy the item
for the price listed by clicking the buy it now. Buy it now or best offer means you can buy it
immediately by clicking buy it now or you can make a reasonable offer that I will have up to 48
hours to accept or counter. I usually will contact you before accepting the offer and I can accept
the offer immediately if I desire. Buyer Pickup A representative from our dealership can be
available for pickup at area airports when necessary. Buyers must schedule pickup prior to
making travel arrangements. Lee's Summit, MO. Grafton, WI. The Lakes, NV. Frankfort, KY.
Bossier City, LA. Mobile, AL. Tucson, AZ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Category Length 34 Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Jayco Model Seneca. Category - Length 37 Posted
Over 1 Month. Category - Length 35 Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters
Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. You no longer have to choose who or
what gets left behind. Behind the wheel of the Isata 5 Series, you'll enjoy familiar and extremely
comfortable truck cab and you'll find yourself making up reasons for just one more trip. Select
filters below and then click the Filter Results button to remove non-matching Floorplans and
their Specifications. It includes all weights, inclusive of all fluids, cargo, optional equipment and
accessories. Actual GCWR of this vehicle may be limited by the sum of the GVWR and the
installed hitch receiver maximum capacity rating; see hitch rating label for detail. GAWR Gross
Axle Weight Rating - is the maximum permissible weight, including cargo, fl uids, optional
equipment and accessories that can be safely supported by each axle. The UVW does not
include cargo, fresh potable water, additional optional equipment or dealer installed
accessories. Available CCC should accommodate fresh potable water 8. Before fi lling the fresh
water tank, empty the black and gray tanks to provide for more cargo capacity. Each Dynamax
RV is weighed at the manufacturing facility prior to shipping. A label identifying the unloaded
vehicle weight of the actual unit and the cargo carrying capacity is applied to every Dynamax
RV prior to leaving our facilities. The load capacity of your unit is designated by weight, not by
volume, so you cannot necessarily use all available space when loading your unit. Please refer
to the Operator's Manual of your vehicle for further towing information.
2001 honda crv fuel filter
guide wire home depot
dodge daktoa
May Show Optional Features. Fiberglass Roof This crowned, one-piece, fiberglass roof is more
durable and easier to maintain than TPO or rubber. Winegard ConnecT 2. Roofmounted flex
panels provide a constant trickle of free power. Multiplex Wiring Touch screen command center,
back-lit switch panels, and Bluetooth smart phone app control. Slide Outs? Bunk Beds?
Floorplans Print. Class C Motorhomes X. Specifications Print. Specifications Definitions. Virtual
Tours 28SS. Videos Some videos may show features or options not available on all products.

Contact our service representatives or your local dealer if you have questions about how your
specific RV operates. Azdel Onboard Composite Sidewall Panels. Condensation in Your RV.
Dynamax Keyless Entry Tutorial. Dynamax Fresh Water System Overview. Dynamax Lithium
Battery Option. RV Pre-Trip Checklist. Literature Mail Me A Brochure. Please enter a valid Email.
Phone Number:. Submit Submit. Class C Motorhomes. Dealer Stock Only. No Preference.

